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RF waves establish a “helicon” discharge, which When particles see an expanding magnetic
ionizes neutral gas to produce a dense plasma
field, they are accelerated axially at the
with an electron temperature of a few eV .
expense of their rotational motion.
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IC heating
(Ion Cyclotron Heating)
Injected electromagnetic waves accelerate the ions by
resonating at magnetic beach with their fundamental cyclotron frequency (and associated harmonics.)
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Fig. 3: Physics of VASIMR
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Fig. 1: VASIMR powered
lunar cargo tug.
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Fig. 5: Hermes: VASIMR engines!
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Fig. 2: Simplified Diagram of VASIMR
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Fig. 6: Future application
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•VASIMR Development (Figs. 1-6)
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Fig. 4: VX-200 Configuration

Fig. 7: Thruster efficiency of the VX
-200 engine as a function of the exhaust velocity. The results are compared to a model prediction. At high
exhaust velocity, the efficiency exceeds design model results. This fact
shows that non-linear saturation of
ICH absorption is not occurring. A
least squares fit to our semiempirical efficiency model indicates
that the ICH coupling efficiency is
as high as 89% for single pass ion
cyclotron heating, at 200 kW total
RF power. Thrust at peak power is
5.7 N.

Mass Estimate

•Efficiency (Fig. 7)
•Study Objectives
•Mass Estimate
•Jupiter
•Saturn
•Uranus
•Neptune

Study Objectives
®

Objective: explore the capability of the VASIMR to
send a 5000 kg class spacecraft to Jupiter, Saturn and
the Ice Giants.

Analysis: identify the important parameters in the operation of the system within Earth orbit (power level,
propellant mass, distance of closest approach to the
Sun), and optimize the capabilities of the proposed
system.
®
Assumptions: assume that the VASIMR and its payload begin at the Earth’s sphere of influence (SOI),
and are coasting in the Earth’s orbit about the Sun.
®
The VASIMR engine’s power rating must match the
peak power available when the spacecraft is closest to
the Sun. The solar array is assumed to be a planar array rather than a concentrator since it will have to operate near the Sun, where a concentrator would overheat photovoltaic cells
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Saturn Model
•30 mT in LEO, 2027
•Assume 5 kps Earth departure velocity
6
•Arrive at 1.1x10 km from Saturn at 3.3 kps
•Chemical SOI delivers 8.5 mT payload

• Retrofire from 1 AU Outward
•4.44 years en route

Uranus, Neptune
•30 mT in LEO, 2027
•Assume 5 kps Earth departure velocity
•Not Mass Optimized
•Uranus, 2.84 years, flyby.
•Stopping takes longer.
•Neptune. 3.49 years
•Eris, 9.59 years
•1000 AU, 125 years

Conclusions
•Solar Powered VASIMR® “Outer Planet Transit Evaluated
•4 mT Payload to Jupiter in 3 years
•8.44 mT Payload to Saturn in 4.4 years, stopping

•19 mT Payload to Uranus in 2.8 years, flyby

•19 mT Payload to Neptune in 3.5 years, flyby
•TRL 6-9 Development Can Be Done Soon Enough to Permit Some Time Saving

